™

Auto Temperature
Mixer

07

04
06
05

03

02
01

YOUR SAFETY.
OUR PRIORITY.

02
THERMOCOMFORT
Trust is built from our consistency.
We promise a constant and invigorating
shower experience every single time.
THERMOSAFE
It helps to be prepared for the unexpected.
Our auto shut-off function caps water
temperature at 49°C and shuts off when
there is a disruption to the cold water supply.
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FORM &
FUNCTION
04
SPACECREATE
Clever design at times, works like magic.
The same mixer now holds your toiletries
like how it is meant to be.

06
ECO-LOCK
We take less is more rather seriously.
That is why our mixer is preset to run
at 50% water capacity but you can always
boost your shower experience with a touch
of a button.
WATER SAVING
Water saving is automated as it should be.
TEMPTACION regulates the desired water
temperature every time before you use it.

01

03

05

SAFETY-LOCK

COOLSHIELD

VOLUME CONTROLLER WITH

07

INTEGRATED DIVERTER

ERGONOMIC HANDLE

Can’t make up your mind between a
hand shower or a bath spout? Alternate
between the best of both worlds with a
turn of a handle.

Get a ﬁrm grip when it gets wet and wild.
Our specially designed anti-slip wing allows
you to manoeuvre the handles with ease
when you adjust the mixers.

It never gets too hot with us around.
Our Safety-Lock maintains water
temperature at 38°C, promising a
safe shower experience for everyone.

We like to play it cool. That is why our
faucets are designed to stay cool at
all times, preventing any instances of
accidental scalding.

Product Specifications

THE PERFECT SHOWER
EVERY TIME

TEMPTACION™ Exposed
Auto Temperature Shower Mixer

Engineered with German
precision, TEMPTACION gives
you an indulgent shower
experience, comfortably
customized to your preferred

EXPERIENCE COMFORT

FFAS4950-709500BC0

Pamper yourself with a comfortable and
rejuvenating shower that automatically adjusts
to the perfect temperature customized by you.

temperature, every time.
192

323

2-

70

An intelligent mixer that
automatically adjusts the

Imagine stepping into a shower that is at the perfect temperature,
just the way you enjoy it best. A shower that intuitively conserves
water yet indulges you in maximum pleasure. A shower that
invigorates your body and intelligently prevents you and
your loved ones from accidental scalding.

heart's content.

17
10
217
10

192

G1/2"

174

150±15
G1/2"

BE ECO-FRIENDLY
TEMPTACION is pre-set to consume 50% water
capacity without compromising on your shower
enjoyment. Energy and water wastages are minimized
as temperature is automatically adjusted before usage.

8°
61

15

LIKE NO OTHER

G1/2"

G1/2"

323

adjust the volume of

shower to your

174

150±15

FFAS4949-609500BC0

desired temperature,

water and you can

8°
61

Simply select your

A TEMPTATION

70

15

G1/2"

70

every time.

TEMPTACION can detect sudden changes in
temperature, making instantaneous re-adjustments
within a fraction of a second to protect your loved
ones from accidental scalding.

192

G1/2"

G1/2"

2-

and relaxing shower,

ENJOY PEACE OF MIND

174

150±15
323

TEMPTACION™ Exposed
Auto Temperature Bath &
Shower Mixer

17
10

water to ensure a safe

8°
61

15

ratio of hot and cold

G1/2"

TEMPTACION™ Exposed
Auto Temperature Shower
System (3-way)
FFAS4952-601500BC0

G1/2"

